Simulations and experiments that monitor protein unfolding under denaturing conditions are commonly employed to study the mechanism by which a protein folds to its native state in a physiological environment. Due to the differences in conditions and the complexity of the reaction, unfolding is not necessarily the reverse of folding. To assess the relevance of temperature initiated unfolding studies to the folding problem, we compare the folding and unfolding of a 125-residue protein model by Monte Carlo dynamics at two temperatures; the lower one corresponds to the range used in T-jump experiments and the higher one to the range used in unfolding simulations of all-atom models. The trajectories that lead from the native state to the denatured state at these elevated temperatures are less diverse than those observed in the folding simulations. At the lower temperature, the system unfolds through a mandatory intermediate that corresponds to a local free energy minimum. At the higher temperature, no such intermediate is observed, but a similar pathway is followed. The structures contributing to the unfolding pathways resemble most closely those that make up the``fast track'' of folding. The transition state for unfolding at the lower temperature (above T m ) is determined and is found to be more structured than the transition state for folding below the melting temperature. This shift towards the native state is consistent with the Hammond postulate. The implications for unfolding simulations of higher resolution models and for unfolding experiments of proteins are discussed.
Introduction
The most direct method of determining the mechanism by which a protein folds would be to use an accurate high-resolution model and to follow a series of trajectories from the denatured state to the native structure. Since folding times range from milliseconds to hours, an all-atom representation of a protein in explicit solvent subject to classical dynamics (Brooks et al., 1983; Brooks et al., 1988) would require on the order of 10 2 years to reach the native state with present computing power (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994; Berendsen, 1998) (even though simulations of fast events that precede the rate-limiting step, such as helix formation and collapse, are now feasible (Duan & Kollman, 1998) ). While simulations can be accelerated by the addition of a potential speci®cally designed to drive the protein to its native state (Brunger et al., 1986; Boczko & Brooks, 1996) , such an approach does not address the problem in an unbiased manner. Further, because little is known about the transition state region, which is likely to involve many con®gurations, activated dynamics methods, that have been so successful in studying small molecule reactions (Chandler, 1978; Brooks et al., 1988; Truhlar et al., 1996) , are dif®cult to apply to the protein folding problem. In fact, delineation of the details of the transition state region, for which substantial experimental data now exist (Fersht, 1995b) , remains one of the essential questions to be addressed by computer simulations.
Given the dif®culty of the direct approach, researchers have turned to indirect methods of studying the mechanism of protein folding. One such technique is to follow the events that occur in an all-atom simulation of a protein unfolding from the native state at high temperature. Such calculations are possible because the increase in temperature drastically speeds up the reaction and reduces the computational time to a manageable level. Unfolding simulations have the additional bene®t that they begin with a single, well-de®ned state, in comparison to folding simulations in which one must begin with a series of con®gur-ations that make up the denatured state.
Published high temperature unfolding simulations include studies of BPTI (Daggett & Levitt, 1992) , lysozyme (Mark & van Gunsteren, 1992; Kazmirski & Daggett, 1998) , chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 Daggett et al., 1996; Lazaridis & Karplus, 1997) , ubiquitin (Alonso & Daggett, 1995) , and barnase (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994a ,b, 1995 Daggett et al., 1998) . One example is a series of all-atom unfolding simulations of barnase in the presence of explicit solvent molecules at 600 K (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994a) . This temperature speeds up the reaction by about six orders of magnitude relative to experimental measurements at 327 K. Although the root-mean-square deviation from the native structure began to increase within the ®rst few picoseconds, the radius of gyration changed only after 30 ps, suggesting that the protein initially underwent a local conformational search to ®nd a pathway for unfolding. Such calculations could provide information about the transition state region and the role of intermediates in the folding reaction, even though identi®cation of the transition state in such simulations is not straightforward .
One reason such simulations are of particular interest at present is that experimental high temperature unfolding is being done on time scales that correspond to those of the simulations. Temperature-jump (T-jump) techniques, in which one heats the protein solution within nanoseconds by irradiating an inert dye, have been applied to ribonuclease A (RNase A) (Phillips et al., 1995) and apomyoglobin (Gilmanshin et al., 1997a,b) . Monitoring the protein with time resolved infrared measurements has provided some information on the role of secondary structure during the early events of unfolding. For example, in the study of RNase A (Phillips et al., 1995) , which monitored the b-sheet population by measuring the absorbance at 1633 cm À1 , no change was observed until 1 ns after the T-jump from 59.0 C to 62.5 C (the melting temperature is T m 62 C (Chen & Lord, 1976) ). This delay is analogous to that of 30 ps which preceded the increase in the radius of gyration in the barnase simulations (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994a) .
Although the results obtained with computational studies of unfolding under denaturing conditions are not inconsistent with those of kinetic folding studies (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994a; Finkelstein, 1997) , the available data are insuf®-cient for a de®nitive comparison. Consequently, it would be very useful to study the folding and unfolding behaviors of a single system by simulations. For this purpose, it is necessary that the model be simple enough that its folding reaction can be simulated in an unbiased manner. The only systems that allow such studies are highly reduced models, in which the residues of the polypeptide are typically represented by single quasiparticles (beads) that interact by a short-range potential of mean force. Although the beads need not be constrained to the vertices of a lattice to observe folding (Guo & Thirumalai, 1997; Zhou & Karplus, 1997) , doing so allows a more thorough treatment of the system (for reviews of lattice models, see Karplus & S Ï ali (1995) , Shakhnovich (1997) , and Pande et al. (1998) ).
We have made a detailed analysis of one such system: a 125-residue chain subject to Monte Carlo dynamics on a simple cubic lattice (Dinner et al., 1996 Dinner & Karplus, 1999) . This model is of particular interest because its folding mechanism exhibits many of the complexities observed experimentally for that of lysozyme , a well-studied protein that is comparable in length (129 residues). After a fast (<10 6 MC steps) collapse to a disorganized globule, the system makes a relatively slow ($10 7 -10 8 MC steps) search through the compact states for a speci®c set of about 30 contacts (non-bonded spatial nearestneighbors) which make up a stable core that leads to a rapid ($10 6 MC steps) accumulation of additional structure. Although the chain can fold directly from the core to the native state (``fast track'' folding), it often becomes trapped in lowenergy, misfolded intermediates with substantial native structure. In these cases, completion of folding requires rearrangement and condensation of non-core residues, which is often slow due to the need to disrupt stable contacts (``slow track'' folding). One of the key elements of the mechanism is that, in contrast to smaller models (S Ï ali et al., 1994) , speci®c pathways (each of which involves a rather broad ensemble of structures at any given point) predominate in going from the denatured state to the native state. This means that a comparison of high-temperature unfolding to low-temperature folding can determine whether corresponding pathways are followed in the forward and backward reactions.
Here, we focus primarily on the representative 125-mer sequence for which detailed kinetic and thermodynamic results are available (Dinner & Karplus, 1999) . We compare the observed folding trajectories for that sequence with unfolding trajectories calculated at two temperatures. The ®rst temperature (T 1.10T m ) is a little higher than but comparable to temperatures used in T-jump experiments (Phillips et al., 1995; Gilmanshin et al., 1997b) and the second (T 1.67T m ) is comparable to temperatures used in all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of unfolding (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994) . We monitor both the evolution of overall chain properties and the dissolution of individual contacts (native and non-native). Overall, the trajectories that lead from the native state to the denatured state at these elevated temperatures are less diverse than those observed in the folding simulations (Dinner & Karplus, 1999) . Indeed, at T 1.10T m , the system unfolds through a mandatory intermediate in which the core (which involves primarily residues 53 to 100) and the last 25 residues are in a native conformation while the ®rst 50 residues are completely disordered. At T 1.67T m , no such intermediate is observed, but a similar pathway is followed. The structures contributing to the unfolding pathways resemble those that make up the fast track of folding more closely than those that make up the various slow tracks of folding. We discuss the relation of our results to other comparisons of high-temperature unfolding to low-temperature folding. In general, unfolding studies are most likely to provide useful information on the folding of proteins that employ nucleation (core formation) and condensation (sequential growth) mechanisms and lack offpathway intermediates. If misfolded states contribute, it is likely that they will be missed in high temperature unfolding simulations.
Results
Because we wish to make comparisons with data obtained in equilibrium sampling simulations, which are quite costly, we present detailed results for only the sequence studied previously (Dinner & Karplus, 1999) . The results for the unfolding of this sequence at two temperatures above T m are described and compared with the folding behavior below T m . Data for T I (equivalent to a noninteracting homopolymer) are also presented to examine to what extent the unfolding trajectories are determined by the native structure rather than by the speci®c pairwise interactions. To verify the generality of the analysis, the unfolding and folding kinetics of a number of additional sequences are examined.
Detailed analysis of the sheet sequence
In this section, we present the results for the sequence considered in detail. Its native structure (Figure 1(a) ) is composed entirely of sheets, with 76 contacts in parallel sheets and 81 contacts in anti-parallel sheets (30 of which are in turns) (see Chan & Dill, 1990 , for de®nitions). The residues are grouped essentially sequentially in the structure. The folding core (34 contacts) consists of a series of three-contact anti-parallel hairpins connected to each other by a single long parallel sheet with ji À jj 29 (Figure 7 ). This sequence folds to the native state by a multiple-pathway mechanism in which there is a signi®cant tendency to become trapped in long-lived intermediates with about 150 (out of 176) native contacts. For each temperature, we ®rst present the kinetic unfolding data and then make comparisons to the thermodynamic data. The generality of these results is considered in the following section, in which we present kinetic unfolding data for several other sequences.
To follow the trajectory of the chain, we saved the structure at regular time intervals (every 2500 MC steps at T 1.15 and every 50 MC steps at T 1.75) and the last structure at each Q 0 in a given trial. We use the latter set of structures to parameterize the trajectories in terms of the number of native contacts because different trials can spend very different amounts of time at the same bottlenecks of the reaction due to the stochastic nature of the simulations. In folding trials in which the chain makes progress towards the native state (as measured by Q 0 ), the last structures sampled at each Q 0 are those that lead directly to higher Q 0 , and, in folding trials in which the chain becomes trapped, the last structures sampled at each Q 0 (which are different from the former set of structures) are those that cannot interconvert to higher Q 0 without partial unfolding.
To aid in the analysis, we project the unfolding trajectories onto the two progress coordinates that have been shown to give a meaningful description of the folding reaction. The ®rst of these is the number of core contacts (Q c ), which were identi®ed as those involving a minimal set of ®xed residues that led to consistent rapid folding (Figures 1 and 7 and Figure 2 of Dinner & Karplus, 1999) ; there are 34 such contacts. The second progress coordinate is the number of contacts (Q s ) in the set missing from the most prevalent folding intermediate (I 1 ) (Figures 1, 3 , 3S, and 4S of Dinner & Karplus, 1999) . There are 15 such contacts; many, but not all, are on the surface, and one (24-65), is in the core (Figures 1 and 7) . During folding, the average pathway followed by trajectories contributing to the fast track goes almost linearly from the fully unfolded state at (0,0) to one containing most of the core with little other structure at (24,2), from which it proceeds directly to the native state at (34,15) (N 1 in Figure 2 ). The average pathway followed by trajectories contributing to the I 1 slow track fails to ever increase in Q s and goes almost linearly from (0,0) to (33,0) (I 1 in Figure 2 ). The remainder of the slow tracks typically increase more rapidly in Q s than does the fast track and thus fall primarily above the latter in the Q c Q splane (N 2 , I 2 , and I 3 in Figure 2 ). While Q c and Q s facilitate the interpretation of the unfolding behavior and allow connection with the underlying (equilibrium) free energy surfaces, the analysis, including the comparison of unfolding and folding trajectories, is not limited to this two-dimensional projection. Full contact maps are examined and presented as well.
Unfolding at T1.10T m 1.15
The mildest denaturing temperature was T 1.10T m . This temperature is a little higher than but comparable to those used in T-jump experiments (in the range 353-383 K, as discussed in Methods). We begin by examining the behavior of global properties of the chain, such as the number of native contacts (Q 0 ) as a function of time (number of MC steps). Several trajectories are shown in Supplementary Material. The chain often does not denature immediately. Instead, it¯uctuates near the native state or in partially folded states with Q 0 5 90 (out of 176). To quantify this behavior, we examine the mean ®rst passage time of each value of Q 0 (Figure 3 ). It exhibits a sharp increase in slope in the range 46 < Q 0 < 76, which indicates that the chain frequently becomes trapped before completely unfolding. To con®rm this idea, we determined the probability of observing each Q 0 as a function of time (Figure 4(a) ). The distribution moves in an essentially all-or-none manner from the native state to an intermediate with 90 4 Q 0 4 110 and from there to the completely denatured state (0 4 Q 0 4 30). In the last, Q 0 is often non-zero, but the contacts contributing to this``r esidual'' structure are transient and vary from trial to trial, as will be discussed below. Since experiments typically measure averages rather than distributions, it is of interest to examine the decay of the average number of native contacts (hQ 0 (t)i) ( Figure 5(a) ). Due to the three-state behavior, the unfolding simulations at T 1.15 do not follow simple exponential kinetics. Rather, the data are ®t well with a bi-exponential or a stretched exponential. Qualitatively similar results are obtained for the decay of the average total number of contacts (native and non-native) (hC(t)i) ( Figure 5(a) ).
In the reduced space of Q c and Q s , unfolding begins in the native state at (34,15) and ends in the completely unfolded state at (0,0). In Figure 6 (a), we show the average trajectory followed by the last structures at each value of Q 0 superimposed on the distribution of structures sampled at regular intervals in time; for the latter, a dark square indicates that the system frequently becomes trapped in that region of the Q c Q s -plane while a light square indicates that the system spends little or no time in that region. We see that there are three regions in which the system spends substantial amounts of time, each of which corresponds to one of the peaks in Figure 4 (a): the native state at (34,15), the denatured state around (5,0), and the intermediate around (31, 7) . The coordinates of the intermediate indicate that almost all of the core is still intact; we describe its structure in greater detail below. In comparing Figure 6 (a) to the folding data (Figure 3 of Dinner & Karplus, 1999) , we see that the trajectories are less diverse; the I 1 slow track of folding, which leads to (33,0), is not populated at all during unfolding, and the remainder of the slow tracks of folding go through the region around (17, 8) , which is only scarcely populated during unfolding. Consistent with the light sampling of the slow tracks, the average trajectory followed by the last structures at each value of Q 0 during unfolding resembles most closely that of the fast track of folding.
To determine the detailed structure of the unfolding intermediate at T 1.15, we calculated the probability (p ij ) of observing each contact (between residues i and j) for the 100 structures at a time in which the intermediate predominates (t 925 Â 10 3 MC steps, at which hQ 0 i % 88 out of 176) (Figure 7) . A dark square indicates that a con- tact is frequently formed at that time while a light one indicates that it is rarely or never formed at that time. No contacts with even loop lengths (ji À jj) are seen because they cannot be formed on a simple cubic lattice. The contacts clearly fall into two groups: those involving the ®rst 51 residues have p ij % 0 while those involving the remaining residues have p ij % 1; there are almost no contacts with intermediate probabilities. Thus, the lower two planes of Figure 1 (a) have dissolved completely while the top three, which include most of the core, are essentially intact. A picture of this structure is shown in Figure 1 (b), where we present the average spatial coordinates of the 100 last structures at Q 0 105; the slight warping of the planes is due to local¯uctuations. To show the entire timecourse of unfolding, we plot the 176 p ij (t) curves of the native contacts for all times in Figure 8 . Here, the contacts are grouped according to their behavior in Figure 7 . The homogeneity of each group (Figure 8 (a) or (b)) demonstrates that the contacts contributing to it behave uniformly at all times. In other words, each group unfolds in an essentially all-or-none manner; the ®rst 51 residues within 1 Â 10 6 MC steps and the remaining residues in the interval from 1 Â 10 6 MC steps to 5 Â 10 6 MC steps. This behavior contrasts with that for folding at T 0.8, where averaging over the multiplicity of paths results in many p ij (t) with intermediate values during the reaction (see Supplementary Material) .
The rate-limiting step for unfolding at T 1.15 entails the dissolution of the intermediate to yield the denatured state. To determine the transition state, we employed an analysis similar to that used to determine the folding transition states (Dinner & Karplus, 1999) . It is based on the transmission coef®cient for the denatured state (p u ), which is de®ned to be the probability of reaching the denatured state (taken to be Q 0 5 40) before refolding to the intermediate (taken to be Q 0 5 90) in 20 trials. We determined p u for a sampling of the last structures at each Q 0 between the intermediate and the denatured state (Q 0 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, and 85 ) and took those with transmission coef®-cients in the range 0.35 4 p u 4 0.65 to be representative of the transition state ensemble. Although there were a total of 18,000 trials, the calculation was feasible because either Q 0 4 40 or Q 0 5 90 was reached in only 6714 MC steps on the average. Of the 900 structures tested, 146 were found to have 0.35 4 p u 4 0.65. These 146 structures were from 78 of the 100 original unfolding trials (see above). In the other 22 trials, p u went directly from p u < 0.35 to p u > 0.65 for the sampling of structures tested; a ®ner sampling in Q 0 would be likely to yield structures with 0.35 4 p u 4 0.65 for these Protein Folding and Unfolding trials as well, but such a sampling was deemed unnecessary given the large number of structures obtained with the initial interval of Q 0 5. For the calculation of transition state averages, each structure was weighted such that each original trajectory had equal weight (e.g. if there were three structures that satis®ed the condition on p u in a given trajectory, they each had a weight of one third). The 146 transition state structures covered the full range of Q 0 tested (45 4 Q 0 4 85). For these structures, E À 111.792, Q 0 68.5, Q c 24.4, and Q s 3.2. The unfolding transition states are closer (in Q 0 ) to the native state than the folding transition states, for which E À 103.052, Q 0 42.1, Q c 19.1, and Q s 1.1 (Dinner & Karplus, 1999) . We see this difference in the degree of order in Figure 9 , in which we show the average contact map of the 15 structures representative of the fast track folding transition state above the diagonal and that of the 146 structures representative of the unfolding transition state below the diagonal. The former consists of a reduced version of the core with little other structure, while the latter consists of an expanded version of the core with signi®cant structure in the last 25 residues (Figure 1(c) ). In spite of the differences, there is a clear similarity between the unfolding and folding transition states; both involve the core, and the Pearson correlation coef®cient for the unfolding and folding p ij for the 176 native contacts is 0.649, which is quite high.
It is important to note that in the analysis described above, we determine the p ij (t) for nonnative contacts as well as native ones (for example, see below the diagonal in Figure 7 ). This allows us to examine whether any speci®c non-native structure is formed repeatedly during unfolding. Although transient non-native structure forms where the native structure has been lost, no nonnative contact gains high probability. This is not to say that no non-native contacts are formed. At both unfolding simulation temperatures, the total number of contacts (native and non-native) decayed more slowly than the number of native ones ( Figure 5 ). For example, at the end of the simulations at T 1.15, in which the chain is completely denatured, there are about 76 contacts on average, of which, only about 33 are native. However, at all times, the non-native p ij are small (p ij < 0.4), which indicates that the non-native contacts formed are non-speci®c and short-lived in nature. This transiency may be a feature of the elevated temperature of the simulations. Nevertheless, it demonstrates that unfolding does not involve a pathway with speci®c non-native contacts.
In Dinner & Karplus (1999) , we obtained the density of states of the accessible conformational space as a function of E, Q c , and Q s from Monte Carlo sampling techniques. From the density of states, we can calculate the free energy, energy, and entropy as functions of the progress coordinates at any temperature. Surface plots of these quantities at T 1.15 are shown in Figure 10 ; the free energy is oriented differently from its components for ease of viewing. Both the energy and entropy slope smoothly from the fully denatured state at (0,0) to the native state at (34, 15) . Since the components contribute to the free energy with opposite signs, the energy and entropy compensate each other, and the free energy, which slopes from the native state to the denatured state overall, spans a much smaller range than do the components (jÁA/Tj 32 in Figure 10 (a) compared to jÁE/Tj jÁSj 160 in Figure 10 (b) and (c); the scale for converting to physical energy units is given in Methods). The interplay of energy and entropy creates three minima on the free energy surface: a sharp local minimum at (34,15), a broad local minimum at (31,7) and a broad global minimum at (5,0), corresponding to the native state, the unfolding intermediate, and the denatured state, respectively. On the average, the structures representative of the rate-limiting unfolding transition state fall at (24.4,3.2), which is close to the saddlepoint in the barrier that separates the intermediate and denatured minima [(24,5) ]. This barrier derives from a failure of the entropy to fully compensate for the increase in energy experienced when the intermediate begins to unfold. The most prevalent (off-pathway) folding intermediate (I 1 ) falls at (33,0); at T 0.8, these coordinates are stabilized by the energy, which is consistent with the fact that I 1 is a speci®c misfolded conformation. As the temperature is raised to T 1.15, the entropy plays a larger role, and this state is destabilized relative to the denatured state (and the unfolding intermediate). As a result, I 1 (or any of the other folding intermediates, which are qualitatively similar) is not sampled during unfolding.
In summary, the trajectories of unfolding at T 1.15 are much less heterogeneous than those of folding at T 0.8. The former involve a mandatory intermediate in which the ®rst 50 residues are unstructured and the remaining residues are native-like. This intermediate corresponds to a Contact maps for the sequence considered in detail. Above the diagonal: Native contact map; contacts contributing to Q c (black boxes), contacts contributing to Q s (circles), all others (gray boxes). Below the diagonal: Probability of observing a contact between residues i and j in structures sampled at t 925 Â 10 local free energy minimum that derives from subtle differences in the rates of change of the energetic and entropic components. This pathway resembles most closely the fast track of folding. Unfolding does not sample the various slow tracks of folding because the associated intermediates are speci®c low-energy misfolded states that are destabilized at higher temperatures. The transition state for unfolding at T 1.15 is similar to but more structured than the transition state for folding at T 0.8. This shift towards the native state as the temperature is increased is consistent with the Hammond postulate (with the free energy surface playing the role of the energy surface in the original formulation) (Hammond, 1955) .
This temperature is comparable to those used in all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of unfolding (about 560 K, as discussed in Methods). At T 1.75, unfolding is about three orders of magnitude faster than folding at T 0.8 (Figure 3) . The unfolding behavior at this temperature is simpler than that at the lower temperature. Focusing ®rst on the kinetics expressed in terms of the number of native contacts (Q 0 ), we see that, in contrast to what happens at T 1.15, ht(Q 0 )i increases smoothly from left to right in Figure 3 . This qualitative change in the shape of the ht(Q 0 )i curve is due to the fact that there is no signi®cantly populated intermediate at T 1.75 (Figure 4(b) ); the system moves in a continuous fashion from the native state with Q 0 176 to the fully denatured state with 0 4 Q 0 4 20 over the course of about 30 Â 10 3 MC steps. The relaxation of hQ 0 i is well ®t by a simple exponential but somewhat better by à`c ompressed'' exponential (hQ 0 i $ e À0X087t 1X12 , which decays faster than a simple exponential but slower than a Gaussian) ( Figure 5(b) ); the latter could re¯ect the signi®cant population of states at intermediate Q 0 .
In spite of the differences between the overall kinetics at T 1.15 and those at T 1.75, the average trajectories followed in the Q c Q s -plane by the last structures at each Q 0 are quite similar for the two temperatures ( Figure 6) ; Q s drops off ®rst, followed by Q c . At T 1.75, the distribution of structures sampled at regular intervals in time (indicated by the darkness of each square in Figure 6(b) ) is essentially two-state with peaks (dark regions) at (34,15) and (3,0). However, consistent with the continuous population leading from the native state to the denatured state described above (Figure 4(b) ), there are more structures that fall in regions outside the peaks. In other words, the average unfolding trajectory at T 1.75 appears similar to that at T 1.15, but regions of the structure no longer unfold in an all-or-none fashion.
To examine the disappearance of individual contacts, we calculated the probability (p ij ) of observing each contact (between residues i and j) in the 100 structures at each time (t) as we did for T 1.15. Because the unfolding does not proceed by two all-or-none steps, as at T 1.15, it is useful to look at the p ij for more than one time; we show the p ij for t 5 Â 10 3 MC steps and those for t 15 Â 10 3 MC steps in Figure 11 . At the earlier time (above the diagonal in Figure 11 ), hQ 0 i % 100, which is comparable to the average number of native contacts for the structures contributing to the intermediate observed at T 1.15. In contrast to the behavior observed at the lower temperature, there are many contacts with probabilities that are between zero and unity. These include the contacts that involve the last 25 residues and those that involve residues 25 to 50. The lowest p ij are at the start of the sequence (®rst 25 residues), while the highest p ij are in the core (which involves primarily residues 53 to 100). Thus, at T 1.75, unfolding initiates with the ®rst 25 residues (bottom plane of Figure 1(a) ) but then can proceed through either the next 25 residues (second plane from the bottom of Figure 1(a) ) or the last 25 residues (top plane of Figure 1(a) ) (or both sets). All that remains at 15 Â 10 3 MC steps (below the diagonal in Figure 11 ) is the core (red in Figure 1 ). Because the core, which includes the folding transition state (Figure 9 ), is the last structure to dissolve, the unfolding pathway at T 1.75 also re¯ects the fast track of folding.
In examining Figure 11 , it should be noted that, as for T 1.15, no non-native contact has high probability at any time during unfolding. A better sense about the kinetic behavior of the native contacts can be obtained from Figure 12 , in which we show entire time courses for the 176 native contacts with the same grouping as in Figure 8 . Consistent with the scheme described immediately above, there is greater heterogeneity in each group of contacts than at T 1.15. In particular, in Figure 12 (b), there is a set of contacts that unfolds as rapidly as those in Figure 12 (a); these are the contacts that involve the last 25 residues (gray above the diagonal in Figure 11) . Thus, at T 1.75, there is a continuous range of individual contact probabilities at each time, which is consistent with the smooth distribution leading from the native state to the unfolded state in Figure 4 (b).
The free energy, energy, and entropy at T 1.75, determined from the density of states obtained by Dinner & Karplus (1999) , are shown in Figure 13 ; the orientation of the surface plots is the same as at the lower temperature ( Figure 10 ). As at T 1.15, the components both slope smoothly from the fully denatured state at (0,0) to the native state at (34,15); however, the entropy spans a much larger range than does the energy at T 1.75. As a result, the free energy has only a single minimum at the denatured``state''. This smooth downhill surface . Probability (p ij ) of observing a contact between residues i and j in structures sampled at intermediate times during unfolding at T 1.75; the scale ranges from p ij 0 (white) to p ij 1 (black). Above the diagonal: t 5 Â 10 going toward the denatured state is consistent with the lack of long-lived intermediates and the continuous distribution of Q 0 (t) observed at this temperature ( Figures 3 and 4(b) ).
Unfolding at T I
Due to the excluded volume and bond connectivity requirements of the model, unfolding can only initiate at particular residues on the surface of the 5 Â 5 Â 5 native structure (Figure 1(a) ). To examine to what extent the observed pathways of unfolding are determined by such simple structural constraints rather than by speci®c pairwise interactions (B ij ), we set all the B ij and B 0 (see Supplementary Material for de®nitions) to zero. Simulating the unfolding of a non-interacting homopolymer is equivalent to simulating the unfolding of a heteropolymer at in®nite temperature. Under these conditions, the system typically reaches the denatured state in about 500 MC steps. Thus, unfolding is two orders of magnitude faster at T I than at T 1.75 and ®ve orders of magnitude faster than folding at T 0.8. The speed up relative to T 1.75, at which point unfolding is already downhill in free energy, can be attributed to an increase in the acceptance rate of MC moves; at T I, the acceptance rate is 100 % by de®-nition, whereas, at T 1.75, it is 54 % during the initial stages of the simulation (®rst 10 Â 10 3 MC steps) and 72 % overall (100 Â 10 3 MC steps). At T I, we performed 100 trials, and determined the probability of observing each contact at intervals of 25 MC steps. We compare the p ij at T I to the p ij at T 1.75 at times for which the two hQ 0 i values are about the same. For example, at T I, hQ 0 i % 100 at about t 100 MC steps, so we compare the p ij at that time to those at T 1.75 at t 5 Â 10 3 MC steps (above the diagonal in Figure 11 ). On the whole, the p ij are quite similar with a Pearson correlation coef®cient for the 176 native contacts of 0.838. At a later time, when hQ 0 i % 38 (t 350 MC steps at T I and t 15 Â 10 3 MC steps at T 1.75; below the diagonal in Figure 11 ), the correlation is 0.622, which is lower but still signi®cant. Consistent with these results, the average trajectories followed by the last structures at each Q 0 for the two temperatures are similar (Figure 6(b) ). Thus, at least for this sequence, the unfolding behavior is determined to a large extent by the constraints imposed by the native structure.
Comparison with other sequences
To verify the conclusions drawn from the sequence considered in detail, we compared the kinetic unfolding and folding behaviors of several other sequences. These include the fast-folding helix and sheet sequences shown in Figure 2 of Dinner et al. (1996) and a sequence with predominantly helical structure that tends to become trapped in off-pathway intermediates, like the sequence considered in detail. In addition, we studied the unfolding of a non-folding helix sequence. No equilibrium thermodynamic data were obtained for these additional sequences. As for the sequence considered in detail, unfolding simulations were done at T 1.15 and T 1.75, and the folding simulations were done at T 0.8 (Dinner et al., 1996 . In all cases, the simulations started in the native state, even for the nonfolding helix sequence.
Although none of these sequences exhibited an unfolding intermediate that was as clearly separated from the native state and the completely unfolded state as that described above, the fastfolding sheet sequence did become trapped to some extent at Q 0 % 132 at T 1.15. As a result, its hQ 0 (t)i deviated from simple exponential kinetics, but not to the extent observed in Figure 5 (a). The p ij (t) for this sequence could be divided into fast and slow groups, but the separation was not as striking as for the slow-folding sheet sequence (Figure 8 ).
In contrast, at both unfolding temperatures, the helix sequences studied unfolded by essentially two-state kinetics with Q 0 (t) distributions similar to those shown in Figure 4 (b). Consistent with this result, the hQ 0 (t)i curves could be ®t reasonably well with simple exponentials. The differences between the helix and sheet sequences can be understood in terms of the structural barriers associated with each secondary structure. Sequences with predominantly helix native structure have more surface sites at which unfolding can initiate and are consequently less likely to become``locked'' in a particular structure, such as was observed for the last 25 residues of the sheet sequence analyzed in detail. For example, there are 38 possible single residue or crankshaft moves out of the native state for the fast-folding helix sequence (the largest number of all 200 sequences), 29 for the slow-folding helix sequence, and 33 for the non-folding helix sequence, compared to 17 for the fast-folding sheet sequence and only seven for the sequence considered in detail (the smallest number of all 200 sequences).
The unfolding trajectories, as monitored by the average contact maps as a function of time and the last structures at each Q 0 , for the fast-folding sequences clearly re¯ected the folding trajectories; for example, the Pearson correlation coef®cient between the unfolding p ij (at T 1.15) and the folding p ij of the native contacts for the last structures at an intermediate value of Q 0 (Q 0 88) is 0.880 for the fast-folding helix sequence and 0.930 for the fast-folding sheet sequence (compared to 0.638 for the sequence considered in detail). Because these sequences do not usually become trapped in low-energy intermediates during folding, the observed similarity between the folding and unfolding trajectories is consistent with the idea that unfolding re¯ects the fast-folding pathway. Like the intermediate described above, the unfolding intermediate of the fast-folding sheet sequence consisted of the core and an additional layer of structured residues. However, whether the structured residues were those that immediately preceded the core in sequence or those that immediately followed it varied from trial to trial.
Discussion
Here, we have used a lattice model representation of a protein to examine the relation of unfolding to folding. Such a study makes it possible to address the important question raised by the assumption often made in both experimental and simulation studies that the folding and unfolding pathways are the same. Although this assumption is true under the same conditions based on microscopic reversibility, many experiments are done so that folding is measured under conditions in which the native state is stable and unfolding under conditions in which it is not. Similarly, unfolding simulations are mainly done at high temperatures corresponding to strongly denaturing conditions (Finkelstein, 1997) . To test the effect of such differences, we studied unfolding at temperatures above the melting temperature (T m ) and compared the results with those of folding simulations at temperatures below T m . In the present model, the energy surface or``landscape'' is temperatureindependent but the free energy is temperaturedependent because the contributions of the average energy and the con®gurational entropy vary with temperature. Since the energy surface includes the solvent free energy contribution in a potential of mean force sense, it would be temperature-dependent in a real system (Makhatadze & Privalov, 1995) . While the entropic term is generally unimportant for simple reactions with large energy barriers, it has been shown to play an essential role in protein folding and unfolding (S Ï ali et al., 1994; Dinner & Karplus, 1999) . Thus, the unfolding behavior at higher temperatures may well be very different from the folding behavior at lower temperatures. The present study addresses the question of``reversibility'' in a systematic manner to aid in interpretation of the increasing number of all-atom simulations and experiments that probe the folding reaction by studying high temperature unfolding.
The speci®c model is a 125-residue chain subject to Monte Carlo dynamics on a simple cubic lattice. A sequence is de®ned by a set of pairwise interactions optimized so that the native state is known and folding to that state occurs in a reasonable time for a signi®cant fraction of sequences. The model is ideally suited for the present analysis. Its simplicity allows one to study the folding of several sequences in full detail without introducing any additional biasing potential as one would have to do in an all-atom simulation. Speci®c pathways (each of which involves an ensemble of structures at any given point) predominate in going from the denatured state to the native state, so that comparisons of high-temperature unfolding with low-temperature folding are well-de®ned. The results are expected to be of direct applicability to proteins since the folding mechanism of the model captures many of the features observed experimentally for well-studied proteins of comparable size, including lysozyme and barnase.
For each sequence, we performed 100 independent trials at each of two denaturing temperatures. The ®rst temperature is higher than but comparable to those used in T-jump experiments. The second temperature is comparable to temperatures used in all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of unfolding. At the lower temperature, in many of the trials, for all of the sequences, the chain failed to immediately denature and remained close to the native state for a signi®cant amount of time. The behavior suggests that the chain undergoes a search for convenient pathways by which to unfold, as in the all-atom simulations of barnase (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994b) . This idea is con®rmed by the fact that certain contacts, such as those involving the ®rst 51 residues of the sequence considered in detail, are always the ®rst to dissolve. Sequences with more accessible native structures (a larger number of surface sites at which MC moves can be performed) exhibit shorter delays. The availability of pathways leading to and away from the native state can affect the kinetics of the forward folding reaction as well. For example, in the sequence discussed immediately above, the last 25 residues (which are part of the``locked'' structure in unfolding) are often the last to fold; in another sequence, the lowest energy state is so kinetically inaccessible that the chain repeatedly folds to a metastable state .
Although there are preferred pathways with contacts that are consistently either the ®rst or last to dissolve, there are multiple pathways, even in a coarse-grained sense. For example, the structure outside the folding core of the unfolding intermediate populated by the fast-folding sheet sequence varied from trial to trial, as it did in the folding runs. The variation arises from the fact that noncore residues on one side of the core are separated from those on the other so that contacts can be made independently (see Figure 2 (b) of Dinner et al., 1996) . For all the sequences, the folding core was the last part of the structure to dissolve, which suggests that the unfolding pathways converge at the point where only the core remains. In spite of these variations from trial to trial, the unfolding trajectories were more homogeneous than those found in folding.
For all the sequences studied, no unfolding pathway involved speci®c non-native contacts; i.e. no non-native contact gains high probability at any time. This is not to say that no non-native contacts are formed. For all the sequences, the total number of contacts (native and non-native) decayed more slowly than the number of native ones. At the mildest denaturing conditions, the chain relaxed to between 80 and 100 contacts by the end of the simulations, with 45 to 55 of these being nonnative on average. At the higher temperature, the chain typically ended the simulations with between 25 and 55 contacts, 20 to 45 of which were non-native. Inspection of individual contact probabilities shows that the non-native contacts are non-speci®c and short-lived. This transiency is a consequence of the elevated temperatures of the simulations; above T m , a rather broad basin of unfolded states is sampled.
At both unfolding temperatures, the free energy slopes downward from the native state to the denatured state. At the higher temperature, there are neither intermediates nor transition states (signi®cant bottlenecks in the unfolding reaction), in contrast to folding at lower temperatures. In these respects, unfolding is fundamentally different from folding. The difference derives from the fact that, in the former, the surface does not correspond to à`f unnel'' of states; rather, the number of accessible con®gurations grows as the reaction progresses. At the lower unfolding temperature, the interplay of energy and entropy creates a local free energy minimum that results in a signi®cantly populated intermediate in which the ®rst 51 residues are unstructured and the remaining residues are native-like. The rate-limiting transition state follows formation of this structure during unfolding and is close to the saddlepoint on the free energy surface as a function of the progress variables Q c and Q s . The transition state is essentially an expanded version of the core and is thus similar to, but more well-structured than, the folding transition state, which is essentially a reduced version of the core. Since increases in temperature stabilize the denatured state through the substantial entropic component of the free energy, the shift of the transition state towards the native state is consistent with the Hammond postulate (Hammond, 1955) .
Unfolding thus appears to re¯ect most closely the reverse of the sequence of events followed on the fast track of folding; i.e. the ensemble of trajectories that fold directly from the core to the native state. There is no measurable population of the low-energy, misfolded intermediates of the slow tracks because they are entropically destabilized relative to the fully denatured state at higher temperatures. This result is consistent with the idea that the overall similarity for folding and non-folding pathways is greater for fast-folding sequences that do not populate such intermediates during folding.
From the equilibrium sampling of the accessible con®guration space, it is possible to estimate the degree to which the unfolded state of the sequence studied in detail is restricted relative to that of a non-interacting homopolymer, which represents a true random coil state. The number of states () accessible to the latter can be estimated from the high temperature limit of the entropy, which is about S 194.0; this value yields exp(194.0) 1.8 Â 10 84 or about 4.78 conformations per residue (units are chosen such that the Boltzmann constant is unity). In comparison, the entropy at the free energy minimum is S(4,0) 178.8 or 4.5 Â 10 77 at T 1.15 and is S(2,0) 189.4 or 1.8 Â 10 82 at T 1.75. Thus, at the lower temperature, the chain is still moderately restricted (exp (178.8-194 .0) Â 100 % 0.000025 %), while, at the higher temperature, the chain is essentially unrestricted and can access a signi®cant fraction of the con®guration space (exp(189.4-194 .0) Â 100 % 1 %).
Comparison with other models
The unfolding of other lattice models has not been examined in detail, except for a recent study of a short (13-residue) chain on a two-dimensional lattice (Chan & Dill, 1998) . These authors monitored the rate at which trials starting in either the native state or a subpopulation of the denatured state with E 0 relaxed to equilibrium (unfolding or folding, respectively). The simulations differ from those of the present study in that they compare the rates of approach to common equilibrium intermediates at temperatures slightly below T m . Since one would expect the chain to be traversing different pathways (those that lead from the native to the intermediate versus those that lead from the open chain to the intermediate), these authors are addressing an important but fundamentally different question (whether the folding and unfolding rates at a single temperature are the same) than that of the present study (whether unfolding above T m traverses the same series of states as folding below T m ) even though their terminology is the same (this section of Chan & Dill (1998) is entitled Unfolding processes are not always the reverse of`f olding processes''). Zhou & Karplus (1997) recently compared the folding and unfolding thermodynamics and kinetics of a simpli®ed off-lattice model of a 46-residue three-helix bundle protein (Y. Zhou & M.K., in preparation). In this model, residues are represented by beads at the C a positions (bond lengths were constrained to 3.8(AE0.1) A Ê ) that interact with a pairwise square-well potential that favors the native conformation; the chirality of the helices is enforced by a pseudo-dihedral angle term. The folding mechanism depends on the strength of the native interactions relative to the non-native ones (gap size). When the preference for the native state is strong (large gap), the model folds by a diffusion-collision mechanism in which the helices form prior to collapse, and all intermediates are off-pathway. When the preference for the native state is weak (small gap), the collapse is not well separated from the formation of the helices (although the latter is still faster), and the intermediates can be either on or off-pathway. During unfolding at elevated temperatures, the loss of interhelical (tertiary) and intrahelical (secondary) contacts was concurrent for both gap sizes. The folding and unfolding pathways differ because folding initiates more readily with shortranged contacts, which are easy to ®nd by a random search, but unfolding initiates without preference for short-ranged and long-ranged contacts since there is no search required. Such a large difference in behavior was not observed for the helical sequences examined here. However, the folding mechanism of these sequences essentially follows a nucleation (core formation) and condensation (sequential growth) scheme because the highly restricted conformational space of the lattice and the choice of move set prevent the helices from forming separately from the core and diffusing together as semi-rigid units (in contrast, no such restrictions of motion exist for the off-lattice model). Thus, the similarity between unfolding and (fast track) folding observed here may be limited to proteins that fold by nucleation (core formation) mechanisms.
The unfolding results obtained for the simple off-lattice model and the present lattice model are complementary to those obtained with all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. With present day computer power only a relatively small number of independent trajectories can be generated readily for a given protein. Although the variation between trials observed for the 125-mers makes it clear that the events of a single trajectory should not be overemphasized, they also suggest that there are preferred routes for unfolding, so that a relatively small number of independent trajectories could provide a reasonable picture of the unfolding reaction.
Recently, a relatively large number (24) of allatom unfolding simulations at 500 K were carried out for chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) by representing the aqueous environment implicitly with a Gaussian solvent-exclusion model (Lazaridis & Karplus, 1997) ; calculation of the solvent free energy from the estimated solvent distribution function around the protein atoms greatly reduced the simulation time relative to explicit solvent models. The root-mean-square deviation, radius of gyration (R g ), and the fraction of (and speci®c identity of) native contacts (Q 0 ) were monitored over the course of 200 ps, which led to essentially complete unfolding. As for the lattice models, a wide variation in the time course of events was observed. Some trials spent a long time near the native state, others unfolded rapidly to a structure with intermediate Q 0 and R g , and others unfolded rapidly and directly to a random coil. Similar to the results of the present study, a wide variation in the trajectories parameterized in terms of order parameters (in our case, followed by the last structures at each Q 0 ) was also observed with some pathways clearly preferred over others. Consistent with the lattice model trend that long-range contacts tend to dissolve before short-range ones, tertiary structure broke down more rapidly than secondary structure. It was found that the helix and the b3/b4 contacts were consistently the most long-lived parts of the structure. These parts typically moved away from each other early during unfolding in a mechanism reminiscent of the reverse of a diffusion-collision scheme. No such behavior is seen for the lattice models, which unfold and fold by an essentially nucleation (core formation) and condensation (sequential growth) scheme. However, as mentioned above, the absence of such behavior could derive from the fact that large, semi-rigid structures cannot make diffusive motions on the lattice. In the CI2 simulations, the rate-limiting step for most trajectories was exposure of the hydrophobic core. For the lattice models, the rate-limiting step is also the breakdown of the core, but this event occurs much later during unfolding than in simulations of CI2 or, as discussed below, of barnase (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994a) .
The results of the implicit solvent simulations can be directly compared to a small number (four) of explicit solvent unfolding simulations of CI2 at 498 K . In general, the two models of CI2 agree, except that, in two of the four explicit solvent trajectories, the b3/b4 contacts dissolve much more rapidly than in most of the implicit solvent simulations. As a result, in the explicit solvent simulations, the average lifetime of the helix is longer than that of any other part of the structure. If one associates the folding core of the lattice model with the helix rather than the hydrophobic core (which is reasonable if the folding core and the helix are the nuclei of their respective systems), the sequence of unfolding events in the lattice models parallels that of the CI2 simulations well.
Explicit solvent simulations have also been performed to study the unfolding of barnase (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994a ,b, 1995 Daggett et al., 1998) , a 110-residue protein that consists of three a-helices and a ®ve-stranded antiparallel b-sheet. Kinetic measurements indicate that barnase folds through at least two on-pathway intermediates, but structural data are available only for the last (major) one Matouschek et al., 1990; Fersht, 1993) . The unfolding simulations include one at 360 K and low pH (450 ps) (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1995) , three (the wildtype and the Y17G and I88V mutants) at 498 K and low pH (2000 ps for each) Daggett et al., 1998) , and three at 600 K and neutral pH (120, 200, and 250 ps) (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994b , 1995 . In two of the simulations at 600 K (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994b) , unfolding began only after 30 ps, suggesting that the protein initially makes a local search to determine convenient pathways for unfolding. As already mentioned, this behavior is similar to that of the 125-mers, which often¯uctuate near the native state for considerable time before moving away from it. Overall, the simulations give a consistent picture of the initial events of unfolding: the b-sheet dissolves from the edges and becomes separated from the ®rst a-helix, which results in solvation of the major hydrophobic core. As in the lattice simulations, partially folded states often persisted for signi®cant amounts of time.
The simulations carried out with explicit water molecules allow investigation of the role of solvent in the unfolding mechanism. This is not possible in the lattice simulations, which incorporate solvent implicitly through the B 0 and B ij terms. Use of such potential of mean force models for folding and unfolding assumes implicitly that the solvent relaxes more rapidly relative to signi®cant protein motions. That this is a good approximation was demonstrated by the analysis of solvent motion in the barnase study. Another aspect of the implicit treatment of the solvent as used here is that the solvent free energy contribution is independent of temperature (this is true also for the all-atom implicit solvent model discussed above, although such effects can be included (Lazaridis & Karplus, 1999) ). Even though this is not correct experimentally or in the explicit solvent simulations, such an approximation allows unfolding simulations to be performed with the effective solvent energy surface felt at folding temperatures and allows one to avoid increases in pressure for a given density or decreases in density for a given pressure.
Explicit solvent simulations at high temperatures have also been carried out recently for several members of the lysozyme family (M. Buck & M.K., unpublished results; Kazmirski & Daggett, 1998) . Here, the structure is composed of a faster folding a-helical domain and a slower folding a/b domain. In agreement with the lattice model simulations, particularly those of the sheet sequences, the slower folding domain denatures before the faster folding one in all cases. Moreover, solvent is typically still excluded from the a-helical domain when the b-sheet domain is largely unstructured, so that the hydrophobic core interactions in that domain are likely to be native-like, as they are in the lattice model.
Comparison with experiment
Since lattice models are designed to provide an understanding of the generic aspects of protein unfolding and folding, it is of interest to determine whether the features found in the simulations correspond to those observed experimentally for speci®c proteins. For CI2 and barnase, extensive site-directed mutagenesis studies designed to probe the role of individual residues in folding (f-value analyses) have been carried out and are in good overall agreement with the simulations described above (details are reviewed in Supplementary Material). Of particular importance with regard to the present study is the ®nding that the transition states of both these proteins exhibit Hammond behavior. In the presence of denaturants, a positive correlation is observed between the degree to which the transition state is destabilized (ÁÁG {-F ) and its distance from the native state along the reaction coordinate (as measured by solvent exposure, m {-F /m U-F ) (Matouschek & Fersht, 1993; Matthews & Fersht, 1995; Matouschek et al., 1995) . In the case of barnase, this correlation is localized to residues in the ®rst a-helix and the main hydrophobic core (Matouschek & Fersht, 1993; Matthews & Fersht, 1995) , while, in the case of CI2, it is distributed uniformly over the structure (Matouschek et al., 1995) . Hammond behavior can also be elicited by changes in the solution conditions (Matouschek et al., 1995; Dalby et al., 1998) . Namely, in the absence of denaturants, an analysis of the temperature dependence of the f-values of barnase showed that the ®rst a-helix (but not the hydrophobic core) becomes more native-like in the transition state as the temperature is raised (Dalby et al., 1998) . These results mirror those of the present study in which it was found that the transition state is more structured at higher temperatures.
Experiments that measure the kinetics of unfolding with increases in the concentration of a denaturant in solution have been done for a number of proteins. We focus on the GdmClinduced unfolding of hen egg white lysozyme (Kiefhaber et al., 1997) because the folding mechanism of that protein bears many similarities to that of the 125-mer (Dobson et al., 1994 Dinner & Karplus, 1999) ; additional proteins are discussed in Supplementary Material. In unfolding from the kinetic folding intermediate, lysozyme populates an intermediate that resembles the transition state for folding to the intermediate (the degree to which a low-pH equilibrium intermediate of equine lysozyme is stable (Morozova et al., 1995) suggests that that protein would also exhibit an intermediate in kinetic unfolding experiments). Similar behavior was observed for the 125-mer sequence considered in detail at the lower unfolding temperature (T 1.15); in the unfolding intermediate, the core and the last 25 residues are structured and the remainder of the chain is unstructured. However, it should be mentioned that, in the lysozyme study, no intermediate became populated when unfolding was initiated from the native state rather than the folding intermediate (Kiefhaber et al., 1997) . One possible explanation for this difference is that the folding pathways that lead to the native state and those that lead to the folding intermediate diverge earlier than they do in the 125-mer so that the transition states of the two pathways differ somewhat (but see Matagne et al., 1998) .
Like barnase, the solvent exposure (m value) of the transition state of denaturation for hen egg white lysozyme varies with temperature in a Hammond manner (Ibarra-Molero & SanchezRuiz, 1996) . For the lattice model, surface area is linearly related to the number of contacts; a fully extended conformation with no contacts has an exposed area (A) of 502 lattice units squared while a maximally compact conformation with 176 contacts has an exposed area of 150 lattice units squared. If one takes a lattice unit to be 4.3 A Ê , which is intermediate between a C a -C a pseudo-bond distance of 3.8 A Ê and a C a -C a contact distance of 4.8 A Ê , these values give 9282 A Ê 2 and 2774 A Ê 2 , respectively, compared with 9160 A Ê 2 and 3627 A Ê 2 for lysozyme (based on a 1.4 A Ê radius water probe and the NMR structure (Smith et al., 1993) ). The average exposure of the transition state for folding at T 0.8 is 279.0 and that of the transition state for unfolding at T 1.15 is 291.4. However, the exposure of the denatured state also changes with temperature (about 280 at T 0.8 and 352 at T 1.15), so that the solvent exposure of the transition state relative to the native state normalized by the difference in solvent exposures of the native and denatured states [(A { À A N )/ (A U À A N )] is about unity at T 0.8 but only 0.7 at T 1.15. Thus, the Hammond behavior for the 125-mer is observed in both the coordinate Q 0 and the exposure.
Recently, experiments to measure the kinetics of unfolding with increases in temperature have been extended to short time scales. Ultrafast hightemperature unfolding experiments can now be triggered in picoseconds by laser excitation of an inert dye and its subsequent transfer of heat energy to the protein solution (for reviews, see Callender et al. (1998) , Dyer et al. (1998) , and Gruebele et al. (1998) ). In applying this technique to RNase A while monitoring the infrared spectrum to probe the structure, Phillips et al. (1995) found that the largest change in signal that immediately followed a temperature jump from 59.0 C to 62.5 C was at 1633 cm
À1
, which corresponds to the disruption of the b-sheet structure. The absorbance at 1666 cm À1 , which corresponds to a mixture of secondary structures, changed more slowly. The signal at 1633 cm À1 changed only after 1 ns, which suggests that the protein initially underwent a search for pathways by which to unfold. This delay prior to unfolding is similar to that observed in the simulations of barnase and the 125-mer. Corresponding experiments to study the unfolding behavior (relaxation) of helices in peptides and proteins are discussed in Supplementary Material.
Conclusions
Here, we compared the folding and unfolding of a 125-residue protein model. The trajectories that lead from the native state at temperatures above the melting temperature were found to be less diverse than those observed in folding simulations below the melting temperature; the structures contributing to the unfolding pathways resemble most closely those that make up the fast track of folding, and the transition state shifts in a manner consistent with the Hammond postulate. Although the model is clearly limited in its ability to reproduce the dynamic behavior of proteins, it does illustrate how unfolding and folding can proceed, even if it does not demonstrate how they do proceed. Most importantly, it provides a system in which both folding and unfolding can be studied in full detail without introducing non-physical biases. This makes possible an unbiased and detailed determination of whether high-temperature unfolding and low-temperature folding traverse the same pathways (at least in this case). Taken together with data for other systems (off-lattice simple models, all-atom models, CI2, barnase, Arc repressor, RNase A, DHFR, cytochrome c, and lysozyme), the results suggest that unfolding studies are most likely to provide useful information for proteins that fold by nucleation and condensation mechan-isms that lack off-pathway intermediates (for a catalog of such proteins, see Plaxco et al., 1998) .
Methods
For each sequence, we performed 100 independent MC trials at each of two temperatures: T 1.15 and T 1.75. We take the melting temperature (T m ) to be the temperature at which the number of native contacts (Q 0 ) is half its maximum value (176) on average (hQ 0 i 88); for the sequence studied in detail, T m % 1.05. Comparison of T m to melting temperatures of proteins, which are typically in the range 323-353 K (50-80 C) , suggests that one temperature unit is about 336 K (0.67 kcal/mol). Thus, T 1.15 is equivalent to a temperature that is about 30 K above the melting temperature. This is somewhat higher than but comparable to temperatures used in T-jump unfolding experiments (for example, a study of RNase A involved a jump from about 321 K to about 332 K (Phillips et al., 1995) ). By the same arguments, T 1.75 is equivalent to about 560 K, which is comparable to temperatures used in all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of unfolding (Ca¯isch & Karplus, 1994} . The simulations at the lower temperature lasted 5 Â 10 6 MC steps, and those at the higher temperature lasted 100 Â 10 3 MC steps. Details of the model and the simulations are given in Supplementary Material and in Dinner & Karplus (1999) .
